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reviewed by dante germino professor of political philos-
ophy at the woodrow wilson department of government
and foreign affairs at the university of virginia he is
author of the italian fascist party inin poweypower A study in
totalitarian rule 1959 beyond ideology the revival of
political theory 1967 coauthor of the government and
politics of contemporary italy 1968 and has written num-
erous articles in the field

professor midgley s monograph is a carefully reasoned
and informative account of the status of natural law thinking
in recent christian theology As such it will be of interest to
theologians political theorists and philosophers the present
reviewer in an article published in the journal of politics a
decade ago found much that was rich and suggestive for
political theory in the work of such distinguished and
creative theologians of our time as karl barth emil brunner
and reinhold niebuhr as well as in the writings of various
anglican and roman catholic adherents of natural law mr
midgley discusses this literature with thoroughness and per-
ceptiveness and in addition to taking into account material
that has been published in the intervening ten years also deals
extensively with paul tillich s political thought a topic which
this reviewerreviewer had purposely omitted indeed the chapter on
tillich and the frequent allusions to him in other parts of the
monograph are particularly suggestive and constitute the best
part of the book

it would be an understatement to say the least to observe
that mr midgley is not a natural law man As the after-
word makes clear he wishes to see a radical break in today s

theology with the essentialist or natural law tradition what
is now required he argues isis a revival and creative continua-
tion of the voluntarist nominalist tradition one of the ad
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vantages of the author s approach isis that his radical rejection
of natural law enables him to point to affinities in the thinking
of barth brunner niebuhr and tillich and between all of
these men and catholic thought that are often overlooked
by commentators more interested in exploring the grounds
of their disagreements with one another in the process pro-
fessor midgley has provided us with the outlines of a creative
reinterpretation of the political thought of barth and tillich in
particular I1 think that he is basically correct in describing their
theologies as essentialist at their core

the author also places in bold relief some of the difficul-
ties with which those who seek to continue the natural law
tradition in some form have to deal he is correct to argue
that some exaggerated claims have been made about the effect
of the abandonment of natural law thinking particularly in
germany on the rise of totalitarianism A stronger case could
be made after the manner of camus in the rebel that the
overthrow of the concept of limit while it did not cause
totalitarianism merely to list the possible causes would result
in my exceeding the space limitations of this review by far
did contribute to a weakened capacity for intellectual and
spiritual resistance to totalitarianism in the general political
culture of the west however the author defines essentialism
so broadly that he would surely end by also rejecting the at-
tempts of writers such as camus and voegelin with whom he
does not deal to go back to the greek experience of order
and begin afresh to articulate a noetic interpretation of man s

experience of order in history the author makes much of the
difficulties of operationalizingrationalizingope any natural law norms and
shows how the ambiguity of such norms led even to the justifi-
cation of nazism in terms of natural law by certain spokesmen
of the so called german christians here he certainly puts
his finger on the need of writers inin the essentialist tradition to
make explicit the relationship between the preintellectualpre intellectual com-
mitment of the philosopher or theologian to the humanity of
man without such a preinpreintellectualpre inintellectualtellteilteliectuallectual commitment to the worth
of man as person and his yes 11 essential equality with re-
spect to other persons the work of the reason will inevitably
be vitiated eric voegelin has perhaps already done a good deal
along these lines in some of his recent essays inin anamnesis
stress on the crucial importance of preintellectualpre intellectual qualities
which give an orientation to the work of the reason will also
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help to show that the demand for the operationoperationalizingrationalizingope alizingaliling of nat-
ural law rests on a misconception of man s experience of order
man must act and be responsible for his actions in specific
empirical situations natural law or better the right by
nature cannot serve as a set of detailed instructions for the
a priori guidance of action on the other hand although rea-
soned awareness of the right by nature cannot really tell us
what to do in a given concrete situation it can tell us that there
are ultimate boundaries to human action that there are some
acts and decisions which are never permissible because they
fundamentally violate human dignity such a view would pre-
sumably be objected to by the author on a number of grounds
one of them being that it comprises the sovereignty of god
who is thereby made subordinate to nature or being but
we might ask what effect does the rejection of any concept
of an objective limit to human action have on the sovereignty
of god and on his relation to men how can we continue to
speak of man at all what exactly lies beyond human
nature the superman

I1 am sure that the author would reject any such attempt at
reductio ad absurdum or rather ad nietzscheumNietzscheum I1 do not get
any sense from his monograph that his position is at all con-
genial to that of nietzsche who proclaimed after all the

death of god and yet it does appear to me that he needs to
spell out much more fully than he has done the implications of
his alternative position unfortunately and this is the principal
defect of his study he only addresses himself to the question
of elaborating a political theory on nominalist grounds a
political theory that looks beyond human nature for an under-
standing of man and a basis for value commitments in the
last four pages of the book this leaves his work especially
given his choice of main title an unfinished symphony
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